
Index

Note: where the author of a statement is namedonly in a note, a reference appears in the form n
( ) where the statement is on page  and the author named in note  on page . If material only
appears in a note there is a reference to the page on which the note appears, in the form n.

Abstract Expressionism, 
Academy of Ancient Music

(eighteenth-century), 
Academy of Ancient Music

(twentieth-century), 
accidentals, –
accuracy, see correctness
acoustics,  , –
acting, , , 
adaptations, , 
Adorno, Theodor, –, , , , 

on Baroque music, –, , , , ,
n ()

on direction of history, 
and distance from past, 
Finscher and, 
and HIP and culture of early music, –, ,

, , , , , 
on instrumentation, 
and modernism, , , 
on performance style,  , , n ()

advertising, 
Africa, 
ageing, restoration and, , , –
Agostini, Philippe, 
Aldrich, Putnam, n ()
aleatoric music, , 
Allenbrook, Wye J., 
amateurs and amateur performance, , ,

, , , 
Amery, Colin, 
Anderson, Nicholas, n
Anselm, 
Appleton, William Sumner, 
Appleyard, Donald, 
architecture, , , , , , –,

, –, 

conservation of, –, , –, 
context,  , , , 
destruction of, –, –
politics and, , –
room for, , 

aristocracy, , –, , 
Aristotle, 
Armstrong, Alan, 
Arnold, Matthew, 
arrangements, 
art, theories of, , , 
Arthur, King, 
articulation, , , 
Arts and Crafts movement, , , ,


Arts Florissants, Les, 
Artusi, Giovanni Maria, –
artwork, see work-concept
Attridge, Derek, –, n, n
audiences, –,  , 

authenticity and, –, –
history of, –
and stylistic change, , , n
see also listening

aura, –
Australia, 
Austria, 
authenticity, , , , –, –, –

appeal of, 
audiences and, –
and etymology, 
falsification and, –
and intentionality, –
mainstream performance and, –
personal, , , –
preference and, , 
reconstruction and, 
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authenticity (cont.)
reference/citation and, 
in visual arts, 
see also HIP

author(s) and authority, –, –, 
see also intention

Babbitt, Milton, , 
Bach, Johann Sebastian, , , 

Adorno and, –, , 
and ‘Baroque’, 
cantatas, –
Goldberg Variations, 
Hindemith on, 
hypotheses concerning, –, –
and instrumentation, 
Musical Offering, 
and notation, , 
‘Orgelbüchlein’, 
and ornamentation, , 
performance directives, , n
performances of music by, , , , , ,

, , n
reception history, 
on specialisation/versatility, 
St Matthew Passion, –
works for unaccompanied violin and cello,


‘Bach bows’, , 
‘Bach trumpets’, 
background music, , 
Barnes, Julian, , , , n
Baroque music, , , , 

Adorno on, see under Adorno
improvisation in, 

Barthes, Roland, , 
Bartók, Béla, , 
Bath, , , , 
Baudrillard, Jean,  , , , , , ,

n (), n
Bauman, Zygmunt, –, –, n ()
Baxandall, Michael, – , , 
Beardsley, Monroe, , –, , , n
Beethoven, Ludwig van, , 

Diabelli Variations, 
metronome markings, , 
performances of works by, , , 
Symphony No. ,  , 
Symphony No. , 

Bell, Daniel, , 
Bellamy, Edward, 
Benjamin, Walter,  , , , –
Bent, Margaret,  , –n
Berger, Karol, , , ,  ,  , n,

n

Bergeron, Katherine, 
Berio, Luciano, 
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Berlioz, Hector, , 
Bernhard, Christoph, 
Besseler, Heinrich, n
Betjeman, John, 
Bilson, Malcolm, , –, , , , ,

n
Binkley, Thomas, , , 
Binney, Marcus, 
Blake, William, 
Bologna,  , 
Boorman, Stanley, 
Booth, Wayne, –, 
Borges, Jorge Luis, 
Born, Georgina, , –, –, ,


Borsay, Peter, 
Boulez, Pierre, , , 
Bovicelli, Giovanni Battista, 
Bowen, José A., , –, , ,

n ()
bowing, uniformity in orchestras, –
bows, , 
Boyce, William, 
Boyd, Malcolm, n ()
Bradley, F. H., 
Brett, Philip, –, n
Britain, , –, 

colonial, 
and conservation issues, , –, ,

–, 
and heritage culture, –,  , , 
monarchy, , , 

Britten, Benjamin, 
Brooke, Rupert, 
Brown, James Baldwin, 
Browning, Robert, 
Brüggen, Frans, 
Brussels World’s Fair, –
buildings, see acoustics and architecture
Bujic, Bojan, –
Burra Charter, 
Burstyn, Shai, , –
Busse Berger, Anna Maria, 
Buxheimer Orgelbuch, 
Bylsma, Anner, 

Caecilian movement, 
Cage, John, , , n ()
Cambridge Camden Society, 
Cannadine, David, , , –, –,

n ()
‘canon’ of art, , 
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capitalism, , , , , 
Cappella Coloniensis, 
Carlos, Wendy, 
Carrier, David, 
Chambonnières, Jacques Champion de, ,


chance, , 
change

as norm, 
pace of, , , –

chant, , , 
Chéreau, Patrice, 
Chopin, Frédéric, , 
choral singers, , n
Choron, Alexandre, 
Christianity, , , , 
see also liturgy and religion

Christie, William, , , , 
church music, – ,  , , –
see also liturgy

churches,  , , , 
clarinet, –, 
Clark, T. J., , –, 
class, , , , 
Classical style, 
clavichord, 
Close, A. J., n
Cold War, 
collected editions, , –
collecting, 
Collegium Musicum movement, 
Colonial Williamsburg, , 
colonialism, , , 
commodification, , 
complexity, –
composers, –

attitudes to, , 
changes in attitudes, , 
directing performance, 
expectations of, 
history of concept , – , 
and musicologists, 
performances of own works, , ,

–, 
performers and, , , –
and presentation of music, 
and purpose of works, 
sense of individuality, 
views and assumed views on performance

of their works, , , ,  , , –,
, –

views of relationship between notation and
performance, 

whether authority on performance of their
works, , 

composition, 
early views of, 
improvisation and, –, –
limitations and choice in, , , ,

n
performance and, 
theory and, 

Concentus Musicus, 
concert halls and concert tradition, –, ,

, – , , 
Concerts of Ancient Music, 
conductors/conducting, , 

HIP and attitudes concerning, , , 
history of, , 

Cone, Edward T., n
Conforti, Giovanni Luca, –
conservation, –, , –, , 
conservatoires, 
contemplation, 
context, ,  , – , 

homeopathic, 
and intention, – , 
and realisation, 
restoration and, , , 
whether important for appreciation, 

continuo, , ,  , 
conventions, see tradition
Cook, Nicholas, n ( ), n
copies, , –, 
Copland, Aaron, 
Corelli, Archangelo, –, , –, ,

 , 
Cormack, Patrick, 
correctness, , , , , 
Council of Europe, 
counter-culture, , , , –

HIP and, see under HIP
country houses, , , , –, –
Couperin, François, , 
Covent Garden, 
craftwork,  , , , 
Cremer, Oscar, 
Croce, Benedetto, , –
Crowther, Paul, , –, n
Cruickshank, Dan, 
cultural studies, 
culture, –

contemporary, and
modernism/postmodernism, , –

and hierarchy, 
recycling, 
see also counter-culture and popular culture

Curtis, Alan, 
cuts, 
Czerny, Carl, 
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Dahlhaus, Carl, , , –
Danto, Arthur C., –, , – , ,

–,  , , 
on ‘end of art’, , 
on modernism, ,  , n ()

Dart, Thurston, , n ()
Darwin, Charles, and Darwinism, , 
Davies, Stephen, –, , , , n
De Angelis, Gerolamo, –
de Man, Paul, 
Debussy, Claude, , 
deception, –, 
Denmark, 
Dennett, David, 
Derrida, Jacques, 
des Prez, Josquin, , , , 
Descartes, René, 
destiny, 
destruction, – , –, –
diachrony and synchrony, , , n
Dickie, G., n
difference

HIP and, , –
and standardisation, 

difficulty, 
Dilthey, Wilhelm, , –, 
Dipert, Randall, , , , –
disembodiment, 
disenchantment, 
Disneyland, 
dissonance, , , 
‘distressing’, , , 
diversity, , , , 
Dixon, Graham, –
Dolmetsch, Arnold, , , , , ,


and the Arts and Crafts movement, ,


and folk music, n
William Morris and, 
Ezra Pound and, , 
and the USA, 

Donizetti, Gaetano, , , n
double-coding, –, 
Dresden, n
Dreyfus, Laurence, –, , , , ,

n, n
on HIP as avant-garde, , 
on HIP as counter-cultural threat, –,

, 
on HIP and musicology,  , , –,  ,


on vibrato, 

Droysen, Gustav, 
dualism, 

Dulak, Michelle, –, , , n
Duprez, Gilbert-Louis, 
Dürr, Walther, 

Eagleton, Terry, , 
Earle, Lionel, 
Early Music, 
early music movement, , , , , 

and counter-culture, 
equality in, 
and heritage movement, , , , 
and lesser repertories, , , 
Taruskin and, 
see also HIP

‘easy listening’, 
eccentricity, , 
Eco, Umberto, –, –, , –
ecological consciousness, see environmentalism
economics/economy, , –, –, ,

, –
see also capitalism

Edgar, David, 
Edidin, Aron, n
editing, , , –, –, 
Eliot, T. S., , , , , , , –
elitism, , , , , 
Ellis, Katherine, 
Elste, Martin, , n
employment,  , , , , 
England, , , , –,  , , ,

, 
see also Britain

English choral tradition, , , n
Enlightenment, the, –, , 
environmentalism, ,  , , , , 
see also Green politics

ethics, , , , , 
ethnomusicology, , , –
etymology, , , n
Europe, , , 
European Architectural Heritage Year, ,

, 
European Charter of Architectural Heritage,

, –, 
Euston Arch, , 
Everist, Mark, n ( )
exhibitions, –
see also museums

expression, 
notation and, 
see also interpretation and performance

markings

Fabian, Dorottya, n, n, n
factories, 
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fakes, –, ,  , 
falsification, –, 
fascism, see Nazis
fashion, 
Faurisson, Robert, 
Fergusson, Adam, , 
Ferneyhough, Brian, , , 
Ferrarese, Adriana, 
Feuerbach, Ludwig Andreas, 
Ficino, Marsilio, 
fiction, 
figured bass, , ,  , 
film, , , 
Finscher, Ludwig, 
Fisher, John Andrew,  , –
Fisk, Charles B., –
fitness culture, , 
folk etymology, , n
folk music,  , , 
footnotes, 
Ford, Henry, 
forgery, see fakes
formalism, , –, , 
Foster, Norman, Lord, 
Foucault, Michel, , , 
Fowler, Peter, 
fragmentation, , 
France, –, , , 
freedom, , , 

in performance, , , 
see also openness

French Revolution, , , , 
Frescobaldi, Girolamo, , –
Friedrich, Caspar David, –
Fuller, David, , 
fundamentalism, , , , , 
Furtwängler, Wilhelm, , 

Garbarek, Jan, , , 
Gardiner, John Eliot, , 
genius, concept of, , , 
Geoffroy, Julien-Louis, 
Germany, , , , ,  , 

and heritage, , , , 
Gershwin, George, 
Getty Museum, 
Giddens, Anthony, , 
Gidwitz, Patricia Lewy, 
Globe Theatre, –, , n
Gluck, Christoph Willibald von, 
Godlovitch, Stan, 
Goebel, Reinhard, , n
Goehr, Lydia, xiii, –, –, , , n
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 
Gombert, Nicolas, 

Goodman, Nelson, , 
Gould, Glenn, 
Gowers report, 
Grainger, Percy, n
Greece, 
Green politics, 
see also environmentalism

Greenberg, Clement, , , n
Greenberg, Noah, 
Greenblatt, Stephen, 
Greenfield Village, 
Gregorian chant, , 
Guéranger, Prosper, 
Gullick, Mark, n
Gurr, Andrew, –, n ()
Gustafson, Bruce, 

Habermas, Jürgen, , n ()
Hals, Frans, –
Hampton Court, 
Handel, George Frederick, , , , –
Handschin, Jacques, n
Hanslick, Eduard, , 
Harnoncourt, Nikolaus, –, , , 

and ‘authenticity’, 
on contemporary culture, , , –,

n
and Hindemith, , 
Monteverdi opera productions, n
and sonorities, , , , n
Taruskin on, , 

harpsichord, , –
Harris, John, 
Harris-Warwick, Rebecca, n
Hartley, L. P., n (), n ()
Haskell, Harry, n
Haviland, Beverly, , , 
Haydn, Joseph, ‘Farewell’ Symphony, 
Heartz, Daniel, 
Hellauer, Susan, 
Hepokoski, James, 
Heritage Foundation (USA), –
heritage movement, xiii, , –

cultural studies and, 
HIP and,  , , , –, –, ,

, –, 
history and, ,  , , –, –
history of, –, 
and modernism, –
and politics, , , –, –
and postmodernism, 
technology and, 
trauma and, –, 

Heritage USA themepark, 
Hesse, Hermann, ix, , , , 
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heterophobia, 
heterophony, 
Hewison, Robert, , , –,  , –,

–, n
hierarchy/hierarchies, , , , –

HIP and, , , , –
in music, ix, x, , –

Hildegard von Bingen, , 
Hilliard Ensemble, , , 
Hindemith, Paul, , , , , , 
hindsight, , 
HIP (historically informed performance), ,

, , , –,  , , 
and anxiety, 
and attitudes to history, –
and communication, 
and contemporary culture, xi, –
and contemporary music, 
and counter-culture, ix–x, –, , ,

, 
and creativity, 
criticisms of, –, , , , , , 
as default/mainstream, 
diversity within, , –
economics of, –
and ethics, , 
and ethnomusicology, –
evaluation of, 
and extra-musical aspects, , –
in extra-musical contexts, 
and fragmentation, 
and heritage movement, see under heritage

movement
and historical experience, , –, , ,

, 
history of, –, , ,  , 
impulse for, 
and interpretation, , , , –, 
literalistic, 
mainstream approval of, 
and ‘mainstream’ performance, –, –,

, –,  , ,  , , 
mannerisms, 
and modernism, see under modernism
and musicology, x, –, –, , , ,

 , –
and objectivism, 
philosophies of, –
and pluralism, –
and politics, , , , , –
and positivism, 
as post-historical, 
and postmodernism, see under

postmodernism
professionalisation, 

and regeneration of western music, , 
and religion, 
as social practice, 
sonorities in, , –, 
and specialisation, –, 
and strangeness/shock value, , , –,

,  , 
and technology, ,  , , 
and tradition, , , , , , , , ,

, 
tradition in, , , , –, , ,


and work-concept, xii, , –
see also authenticity, early music movement,

instruments and performers
Hirsch, E. D., 
historical contextualism, 
historical continuity/discontinuity, –, ,

, –
historical evidence

attitudes to, , , , 
sufficiency/insufficiency, , , –

historical performance
imagination and, 
whether possible, , , 
see also HIP

historical reconstructions, see reconstruction
historical reductionism, , 
historically informed performance, see HIP
historicism and historicity, –,  , –,

, –
HIP and, , 
loss of, , 
postmodernism and, –

history,  , , , , , –, , ,
–

awareness of, , 
creativity and, 
faith and, 
falsification and, 
HIP and, , , , 
history of, 
metonymical approach, , 
modernism and, , –
Nietzsche’s types of, –, 
and the present, , 
usefulness,  ,  , 
see also heritage movement

Hobsbawm, Eric,  , , , 
Hogwood, Christopher, –, 
Holland, , 
homeopathic context, 
Homer, 
housing, –, , , , , 
Hucke, Helmut, 
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Hulme, T. E., 
human nature, belief in continuity of, –,

, 
Hunter, Michael, –
Husserl, Edmund, 
Hutchinson, Maxwell, , – , –,


hypothetical situations, –

identity and individualism, , , 
illusion, 
images, , 
improvisation, ,  , , , 

composition and, –, –
notation and, , , , –, 
organists and, , –
see also ornamentation

India, 
individual and community, , 
industry, , ,  , , –, ,

–
information

and response to art, ,  , 
surfeit of, , 
see also historical evidence

instrument making, –, 
instruments, 

affordability, 
attitudes concerning, and relationship to

music, , , –, –, –, –
conservation, n
early, performers’ familiarity with, , 
effects on performers, , 
as ‘old’/‘new’, , –
‘original’, 
performers and sound of, 
‘period’, use in modern productions, , ,


symbolism, –
use in eighteenth century, 
whether specified, 

intention/intentionality, –, 
active/passive, –
and changes, 
distinction between intentionality and

intentions, 
inferential approach, –
levels of, , –
and meaning, , 

‘intentional fallacy’, –
interpretation, , , n

contemplation and, 
HIP and, , , , –, 
meaning and, 
parameters of, 

of poetry/drama, Eliot on, 
see also expression

intertextuality, 
Iran, 
IRCAM, 
Ireland, 
Isemiger, G., n
Italy, , , ,  , 

Jakobson, Roman, 
James, Henry, –, –, , , 
Jameson, Fredric, –, , –, n

()
and HIP, –
on history,  , , , –, , 
and postmodernism, ,  , , , ,

, –, –
Japan, 
Jeffery, Peter, , 
Jencks, Charles, –, , , 
Johnson, Lyndon B., 
Josquin des Prez, , , , 
Joyce, James, 

Kafka, Franz, 
Kant, Immanuel, 
Keats, John, 
Kenyon, Nicholas, , n ( )
Kerman, Joseph, x, –, –, , , , 
Kivy, Peter, xi, – ,  , 

on composers, n
on concert hall culture, –, 
on intention, – , , –,  , ,

n ()
Levinson and, 

knowledge, , 
see also information

Kolisch Quartet, –n
Kolisch, Rudolph, n ()
Kramer, Lawrence, n
Krenek, Ernst, 

Lamarque, Peter, n
Landowska, Wanda, 
Lang, Paul Henry, , n
language, , , –

written music and, 
see also terminology

language games, , 
langue and parole, , 
Larue, C. Steven, , 
Le Corbusier (Charles Edouard Jeanneret),

, , 
Leech-Wilkinson, Daniel, –, , ,

n ( ), n, n
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legislation, , –, 
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm von, 
Leibowitz, René, n ()
leisure, , 
Leonhardt, Gustav, , , , –, ,


Levenson, Michael, , 
Levin, Robert, , –, , n
Levin, Walter, –n
Levinson, Jerrold, ,  , –, , , ,

, n
Lewis, Wyndham, 
life experience, 
lifestyle, 
Lippard, Lucy, n ()
listening, , , 

aesthetic, , –
belief in historical continuity of, –, ,


comparison as part of, , , 
current practice, –, , –, 
see also audiences

Liszt, Franz, 
literature and literary criticism, –, –,

, , – , 
liturgy, ,  , 
see also church music

‘living history’ and ‘living museums’, –,
, , 

local traditions/culture, , 
London, , , –, , 
Longenbach, James, , 
Lowenthal, David, , , , , , ,

, , n ()
on history and heritage, ,  , , , ,

, , 
on the past, –, , , n ()
on the USA, –, 

Lowinsky, Edward, 
Lubbock, John, –
Luckett, Richard, 
Lully, Jean-Baptiste, , 
Lyotard, Jean-François, , , –, ,

, , , n

McGann, Jerome, 
McLuhan, Marshall, 
Magrini, Giuseppe, –
Mallarmé, Stéphane, , 
Malraux, André, n ()
Mandler, Peter, –
Manet, Edouard, –
Manze, Andrew, 
Marinetti, Filippo Tommaso, , 
Mary Rose, 

Matheson, Johann, –
meaning, –, –, –

intention and, , 
interpretation and, 

media icons, 
memory/memorisation,  , , ,  , 
Mendelssohn, Felix, , , , 
Mentmore Towers, 
Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, , 
Messiaen, Olivier, , –,  , 
metanarratives, 
metronome markings, , 
Meyerbeer, Giacomo, 
Michael, Tobias, n ()
Middle Ages, , 
miners, , , , , 
minorities, 
modernisation, , , , , –
modernism, ,  , –,  , – ,


Cold War and, 
and context, 
and heritage movement, –
HIP and, ix, x, , , , , –,  , ,

, ,  , 
and history, , –
musical, , –
and musical policy, n
and politics, , 
and popular culture, 
postmodernism and, –, –, ,

– , , 
and preservationism, 
and time, 

modernity, as opportunity, 
Molino, Jean, 
Monteverdi, Claudio, , , n
Montgomery, David, , 
morality, , , , , 
Morgan, Robert P., –, , , 
Morris, Mark, , 
Morris, William, , , ,  , ,  ,

–
News from Nowhere, , , , –

Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, , , 
clarinet concerto, 
notation, , , , 
piano concertos,  , , 
writing for singers, –

multinational capitalism, , , 
Munrow, David, 
museums and museum culture, , –, ,

, –, , –
concert halls and, –, , , , 
HIP and, –
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music
conceptions of, , –, –, , , ,

; see also work-concept
culture, –
effects of technology/mechanical

reproduction, , , , –,  , 
hierarchies in, ix, x, , –
intention and, ; see also intention
meaning, –, 
movements, 
multi-media aspects and extra-musical

functions, –,  ,  , , 
perception and, –
periods/styles and ethos, –
presentation, 
rationalisation and, –, 
‘room’ for, 
unplayable, 
views of history of, 
work–performance relation, –

Musica Antiqua Cologne, , , n
musica ficta, – , 
Musica Reservata, 
musicality, changing views of, 
musicology, 

and HIP, see under HIP
mysticism, 
myth, , 

Napoleon Bonaparte, , , 
national parks, 
National Trust, ,  , 
Nattiez, Jean-Jacques, –, n, n
naturalness, , –
Nazis, , , ,  , 
neoclassicism, , , 
Netherlands, the, , 
Neumann, Friedrich, n
New Age ideas, , 
New Criticism, –, 
New Historicism, –
New York, Jewish Museum, 
Newcomb, Anthony,  , n , n ( )
Niedt, Friederich Erhardt, 
Nietzsche, Friedrich, ix, , n

on history,  , , , –,  , , –,
, , , 

Scruton and, 
Taruskin and,  , 

Norrington, Roger, , –, , , 
Norris, Christopher, 
North, Roger, , 
nostalgia, , , 
notation, 

development of, –, , , –

esoteric, 
as example, –, 
improvisation and, , , , –,


limitations, 
manuscript/published, 
memory and, 
and ornamentation,  , –, –
performance and, –, –
purposely incomplete, –
see also performance directives/markings

Notre Dame School, –
Nottingham, 

objects, attitudes to, 
objects trouvés, 
oboe, 
obsolescence, 
Ockeghem, Johannes, 
Old Roman chant, , 
Onis, Federico de, n
Ontological Argument, 
open-air museums, –
openness, 
see also freedom

opera, , –, 
orchestras, period-instrument, , 
O’Regan, Noel, 
organ music, liturgical, and voluntaries, ,

–, 
organs, n
originals, , , , , 
ornamentation, , , –

essential/non-essential, 
notation and,  , –, –
see also improvisation

Orphic frenzy, 
Orrell, John, n ()

Page, Christopher, , –, , n ()
paintings, , ,  , n

internal viewers, –
Palestrina, Giovanni Pierluigi da, –, ,

, 
Paris, Notre Dame, , , n
Parker, Roger, , n
Parry, Hubert, 
past, , –

attitudes to, , 
limitations on possibility of recreating, ,


possibilities of, 

Pater, Walter, 
Paumann, Conrad, , , 
Penty, Arthur, 
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perception, , 
historically informed, , , –

Pérès, Marcel, 
performance, 

and composition, , , 
freedom in, , , 
history and, –
musicology and, see under HIP
notation and, –, –
as primary mode of musical being, –
recordings and, 
‘straight’/‘crooked’, , 
text and, ,  , – , , 
work-concept and, 
see also HIP

performance directives/markings, , , ,
 , , , –, –

performers
attitudes to notation, 
changing view of, 
composers and, , , –
freedom, 
and history, , 
ideology and performance, 
‘implied’, , 
marking parts, – , , 
rehearsal, – , 
specialisation, 
training, x, , , , –
versatility, ,  , , , 

performing formats, 
see also concert halls and concert tradition

performing materials, use of original, 
Philip, Robert,  , 
Philips Pavilion, –
piano, –, –
piano rolls, 
plainchant, , , 
Plato and Platonism, , –, , ,  , ,

, 
Plimoth Plantation, 
pluralism, , ,  , , , 
Poland, , –, , –
politics, ,  , 

art and, , –
and conservation, –, 
and folk music, 
heritage movements and, , , –,

–
HIP and, , , , , –
history and, –, 
modernism and, , 
postmodernism and, 
tradition and, 
and work-concept, 

popular culture and music, , , , 
positivism, , , , , –, 
post-industrialism, –
postmodernism, –, , , –, –

and elitism, 
HIP and, , , , –,  , –,


historical research and, –
and history, , 
modernism and, –, –, , – ,

, 
musical styles and, 
and style, 
usefulness as term, 

post-structuralism, , 
Potter, Jason,  , –
Pound, Ezra, , , , – , –
Pousseur, Henri, 
Praetorius, Michael, 
present

awareness of, 
construction of, 
HIP and, 

presentational theory, 
preservation, conservation and, 
primitive, view of early music as, 
printing, 
production, 
see also craftwork and industry

progress, , , , ,  , , 
and decline, , 
heritage movement and, 
HIP and, 
notation and, 

publicity, 
publishers, 

Rasi, Francesco, n ()
rationalisation, music and, –, 
Rattle, Simon, 
reading, 
reality and sense of reality, , , , ,


rebuilding, 
reception theory, 
reconstruction, –, , –, , –

HIP and, , , –
recording(s), 

by composers, , , –, 
early, , –,  , 
HIP and, ,  , , 
see also effects of mechanical reproduction
under music

recycling, , , 
Redpath, Theodore, –, 
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re-enactment, see reconstruction
rehearsal, – , 
relics, 
religion, –, 

environmentalism and, 
heritage movement and, –, 
music and, , 
see also Christianity

Renaissance, , , 
reproduction, 
see also recording(s)

restoration, –, , – , , ,  , 
authenticity and, 
‘clean’/‘anti-scrape’, , , –
context and, 
contradictions, 
‘distressed’, , , 
and HIP, – , –
of instruments, 
tradition and, –
see also reconstruction

retrochic, , n
Ricordi, Giulio, 
Rifkin, Joshua, , n ()
rightness, xiii
ritual, 
Robin Hood, 
Rockefeller, John D., 
Roger, Estienne, –, 
Roger, Gustave Hippolyte, 
Rogers, Richard, 
Romanticism, , , , 

HIP and, , , , 
and historical sense, 

Ronan Point, 
Rooley, Anthony, 
Rorty, Richard, , , n ()
Rose, Margaret, –
Ruskin, John, , n

Samson, Jim, , 
Samuel, Raphael, , , , , , ,

n
and cultural studies, 
and HIP, 
on pop music, 

Saussure, Ferdinand de, , , n
Savall, Jordi, 
SAVE Britain’s Heritage, 
Scargill, Arthur, 
Schenker, Heinrich, 
Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich von, 
Schoenberg, Arnold, , , 
Schola Cantorum, 
Schopenhauer, Arthur, 

Schubert, Franz, , 
Schumann, Robert,  , , , ,  , 
Schwartz, Hillel, ,  , 
Scott, Giles Gilbert, 
Scruton, Roger, , , , –

on HIP, , , , –, , , –, ,


on modernism, 
seances, 
Second Viennese School, , , –
Sellars, Peter, , , 
semiology, –
serialism, –, , 
Sessions, Roger, 
Shakespeare, William, –, 
Sharp, Cecil, 
Sharpe, R. A., n (), n
Shelemay, Kay, , , , , , n
Sherman, Bernard D.,  , –, –
silence, 
simulacra, – , –, 
singers, –

choral, , n
composers writing for, –
improvising, –
marking parts, n
native languages, 
training, , n

sites, historic, , 
Skinner, Quentin, –
Skipton, 
slurs, see articulation
Smart, Mary Ann, n ()
Smith, Adam, 
Snowdon, Antony Armstrong-Jones, Earl of,


social integration,  , 
social life, 
socialist realism, 
Society for the Preservation of New England

Antiquities, 
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings,

, , 
Solesmes, , 
Somfai, László, 
sonorities, , , , , n
SPAB (Society for the Protection of Ancient

Buildings), , , 
speed, , , , , –
Stamp, Gavin, , 
standardisation, , –
stately homes, see country houses
Stein, Erwin, n ()
Stevens, Denis, , 
Stockhausen, Karlheinz, 
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Stoltz, Rosine, n ()
Storace, Nancy, 
Strauss, Richard, 
Stravinsky, Igor, , , , , , 

Eliot and, –
HIP and, 
recordings, , , –
Schoenberg and, 
Taruskin and, , , 
The Rite of Spring, ,  , –

Strohm, Reinhard, , – , , , n
Strong, Roy, , 
structuralism, , 
subjectivity, 
Swarowsky, Hans, n ()
Sweden, 
Switzerland, , 
symbolism, –
synchrony and diachrony, , , n

Talbot, Michael, n
tape music, , , 
Taruskin, Richard, x, –, 

and committed performance, 
and the early music movement, xi, 
effect on discussion of HIP, xi, , 
and Eliot, 
on English performing groups, 
on HIP, –, , , , , , 
on HIP and modernism, x, , , , –,

, , , , , n ()
on HIP and novelty, n ()
on intention, , , , , , 
on liberation, 
on listening possibilities, –
and modernism, , , , , 
and Christopher Page, , 
on performance and scholarship, x, 
on performance style, , , 
and postmodernism, –, 
on Pound and Dolmetsch, , n
on relationship of instruments to

performance, 
on ‘straight’/‘crooked’ performers, , 
on Stravinsky, , , 
on tradition, , , , , 

taste, training, 
Tattersall Castle, 
technique, 
see also virtuosity

technology, , , 
Cold War and, 
conservation and, 
and heritage movement, 
and HIP, 

and history, 
instrument-making, 
and possibilities for listening, –, 
rebuilding, 
restoration movements and, , , 
and work, 

Telemann, Georg Philipp, Adorno on, , 
television, 
Tell, William, 
tempered tuning, , 
Temperley, Nicholas, n ( )
tempi, , , , , –
terminology, , , 
Terry, Quinlan, 
Terry, R. R. 
Thatcher, Margaret, and Thatcherism, ,

, 
theatre production, , , –, , 
Thomas, Alan, 
Thoreau, Henry David, 
Thornton, Barbara, 
Thornton, Peter, 
thorough-bass, , ,  , 
time, , 
Tinctoris, Johannes, 
Tintagel, 
Tomlinson, Gary, n
Toscanini, Arturo, 
Toynbee, Arnold, n
tradition, , , –, , , , ,

–
Eliot on,  , 
HIP and, see under HIP
invented/reinvented, , ,  , ,

–, 
modernity and, 
and work-concept, 

training, , , 
Treib, Marc, –
Treitler, Leo, , , n
trumpets, 
tuning, , 

ugliness, 
United States of America

architecture, 
attitudes to history/heritage in, , ,

–, , –, –
cultural differences from Europe, , –
early music movement in, –, , ,


and European artefacts, 
and postmodernism, 

universalism, 
Uppark House, , 
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Urry, John, 
utopianism, –, , , , , , 

Van Tassel, Eric, n
Varèse, Edgard, –
Vaughan Williams, Ralph, 
Verbruggen, Marion, 
Verdi, Giuseppe, –, 
versatility, , 
Viadana, Lodovico, 
vibrato, , 
Victoria, Tomás Luis da, –, 
Victoria and Albert Museum, , 
Viollet-le-Duc, Eugène Emmanuel, , ,


virtuosity, , , –, , 
visual arts, 
see also architecture and paintings

Vogl, Johann Michael, , 
voluntaries, see under organ music

Wagner, Richard, , , , , 
Walton, Kendall, 
Warsaw, –
waste, 
Waugh, Evelyn, 
Waugh, Patricia, 
weapons, 
Weber, Max, –, , 
Webern, Anton, , 
Wegman, Rob C., – , , n
Wenzinger, August, 
Werktreue, , –, 

improvisation and, 
Whenham, John, n ()
White, Hayden, n, n ()
Wiener, Martin J.,  , , 

Wigan Pier, 
wigs, –
Wilde, Oscar, 
Willaert, Adrian, 
Williamsburg, , 
Wilson, W. Kent, n
Wimsatt, W. K., –, , , n
Windsor Castle, 
Winter, Robert, n ( )
Wittgenstein, Ludwig, , n ()
Wollheim, Richard, , ,  , , –
Wolterstorff, Nicholas, 
women composers, , , 
Woodhouse, Violet Gordon, 
work-concept, , –, –, –,

–
HIP and, xii, –, , –
history and, –
incomplete notation and, 
intentionality and, , 
politics and, 
postmodernism and, 
Taruskin on, 
see also Werktreue

World War II, –, , n
Wren, Christopher, 
Wright, Craig, –
Wright, Patrick, , –

Xenakis, Iannis, , 

Young, James, O., – , n

Zaslaw, Neil, –
Zelter, C. F., n
Zukerman, Pinchas, , 
Zurich Opera, n
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